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Abstract
This paper presents a review of existing approaches on ecosystem modelling and assesses them in the light of
their capacity to integrate main elements of the ecosystem and their pertinence for fishery management. It completes
existing EAF reviews by adding substantial analysis of the way to incorporate ecosystem complexities in models. The
two most used approaches use nearly the same structure of boxes with flows of biomass for EwE or flows of elements
for BM2. The main difference which gives a more efficient modelling is the method of estimates coming from the
steady state model ECOPATH. This method is one of the strength of the EwE approach giving it a good predictive
power. However, it is in the same time one of its main weakness in assuming an equilibrium situation that is far to
be always the case. BM2 and biogeochemical models in general will have a better predictive power for low trophic
levels. The problem in raising trophic levels is the higher number of parameters which raises in the same time the
uncertainty of such models. The last model, ECGEM, is a recent model with an original approach. It presents, however,
several important weaknesses as its ecological pertinence remains to be proved. Despite this, the model requires less
parameters and supply methods needed by standard models and thus allows to process more complex situations.
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Introduction
Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries (EAF) attained official
international recognition in 2001 during the Reykjavik Conference
on Responsible Fisheries in the Marine Ecosystem organised by the
government of Iceland and the FAO. This was reinforced during the
Johannesburg Plan of Implementation (JPoI) in September 2002 after
the EAF has been indicated indispensable for marine biodiversity
conservation. More recently, in September 2006 during the Bergen
conference, EAF has become a necessary step towards sustainable
management of Fisheries.
In Parallel to the EAF, ecosystem-level models were being
developed such as Ecopath (EwE), biogeochemical models initiated in
the 80’s or more recently Ecological Computable General Equilibrium
Model (ECGEM) in the late 90’s. Currently, the two firsts have become
main approaches used to model marine ecosystem due to their
availability while being in perpetual development. The EwE initiated
by Polovina, was further developed by Christensen and Pauly [1]
while biogeochemical models were originally constructed to model
interactions between organisms of low trophic levels. Biogeochemical
models such as ERSEM [2,3] have progressively raised the number of
trophic levels such that it has been eventually considered as ecosystem
models. The ECGEM proposed by Tschirhart [4] is a recent parallel
approach between marine ecosystem and economic market. Their goals
are different, but with similar baselines such as to characterize species,
their relations to each other and the interaction of species with their
natural environment towards a proper interpretation of the ecosystem.
This paper presents a review of existing approaches on ecosystem
modelling and assesses them in the light of their capacity to integrate
main elements of the ecosystem and their pertinence for fishery
management. It completes existing EAF reviews by adding substantial
analysis of the way to incorporate ecosystem complexities in models.
The first part of this paper presents the main characteristics of the
models. The second part provides an analysis of their capacity to
imitate real ecosystem functioning. A third part is a discussion on the
pertinence of the EAF for fishery management. A conclusion gives the
main findings.
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Models Presentation
The three approaches of ecosystem modelling are presented and
analysed through three representative models. The most popular
model and software that relies on the allocation of biomass in discrete
groups is the mass balanced Ecopath model [1,5,6] and its timedynamic extension Ecosim [7,8]. The present paper limited its focuses
on the time dynamic representation of the ecosystem while the spatial
component Ecospace, [9] of the software will not be addressed here.
The second type of model described in the paper is the ECGE model
[4,10,11] which describes an ecosystem as an economic market. The
third type of model studied will be the biogeochemical models where
the Bay model 2 (BM2) [12] has been chosen as representative model
among the numerous existing biogeochemical models due to its
capacity of describing the whole ecosystem, not only the lower trophic
level. It is simpler than IGBEM [13], which is derived from ERSEM II,
and has been the subject of several studies, which makes it a good tool
to compare with the two initial models mentioned.

EwE approach
Ecopath: Ecopath estimates trophic flows between the different
components of the ecosystem. Each component is represented as a box
that contents species or an aggregation of species having a common
physical habitat, similar diet, and similar life history characteristics [5].
The Ecopath model is based on two master equations which
describe this balance:
Biomass balance for the group i:
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Pi =Y + M 2i * Bi + Ei + BAi + MOi * Bi (EwE-1)

Bi is the biomass of group i
Pi for each group i
Yi the total fishery catch rate of i,
M2i is the instantaneous predation rate for group i
Ei the net migration rate (emigration − immigration),
BAi is the biomass accumulation rate for i,
M0i is the ‘other mortality’ rate for i.
Energy balance for the group i:
Consumption(i)=production(i)+respiration(i)+unassimilated
food(i). (EwE-2)
From these two equations, the linear equation at the base of
Ecopath is given as:
n

Bi ( P / B )i EEi − ∑ ( B j (Q / B ) j DC j ,i ) − Yi − EX i =
0 (EwE-3)
j =1

For an ecosystem with n species groups, the resolution of a system
of n linear equations allows estimating for each equation, with one
unknown variable among the Biomass, the P/B ratio (production/
biomass), the C/B ratio (consumption/biomass) and the Ecotrophic
Efficiency, which is the is the proportion of the production that is
utilized in the system described as:

EEi = (Yi + Ei + BAi + Bi * M 2i ) / Pi (EwE-4)
It can be noted that for a system assumed closed (no emigration),
the ratio (P/B)i is equal to the total mortality rate Zi, which is often more
accessible to the Ecopath user [6,14]

Ecosim
Ecosim is the dynamic version of Ecopath. It has been described by
Walters [7] to give a dynamic representation of the ecosystem. Ecosim
expresses biomass dynamics through a series of coupled differential
equations. The equations are derived from the Ecopath master Eq. (1)
and takes the form:
n
dBi (t )
= f ( Bi (t )) − Fi (t ) Bi (t ) − M 0 Bi (t ) − ∑ cij ( Bi (t ), B j (t )) (EwE-5)
dt
j =1

with the functions:
f ( Bi (t ) : Biomass production in absence of predation

cij ( Bi (t ), B j (t ): Biomass of prey i consumed by predator j at time t.
Fi (t ) Bi (t ) : Fishing losses
M 0 Bi (t ) : Natural mortality

It will be seen later how these functions are expressed

ECGEM
The ecological computable general equilibrium model has been
described by Tschirhart [4] and Finnoff and Tschirhart [10]. The
objectives of this model are to describe an ecosystem in the same way
as an economic market with energy price as signal. A parallel can be
drawn between the economic market and an ecosystem considering
individuals as firm and species as industries. The price that regulates
the trade is the energy price paid by individuals to receive energy. It is
assumed that non human individuals behave rationally and maximize
J Fisheries Livest Prod, an open access journal
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their net energy intake, hence population adjustments are derived.
To proceed, the ecosystem is divided in m specie groups (with p < m
plants species), and each biomass transfer is assumed to take place in a
biomass market. The main equation of this model is the expression for
the net energy for an individual of specie i:
i −1

[

]

R
i = [e0 − ei 0 ]xi 0 + ∑ e j u ij − eij xij −
j =1

m

∑ eu

k =i +1

i

ik

 i −1
yik − f i  ∑ xij
 j =1


 −(ECGEM-1)
 βi


ei: energy per unit of biomass coming from j (j=0 coming from
sun)
eij: energy spent to capture and locate a unit of biomass of specie
j by i.
xij,yij: flow of biomass
uij: parameter to represent the fact that predators are often
unsuccessful to catch their prey (uij<1)
The term on the right hand side of the equation above is the energy
from the Sun. The second term is the energy inflow coming from
consumption, the third one represents the energy outflow, and the two
last ones represent respiration losses. All these terms are analysed more
accurately in the second part of this paper.
The variables of this model are demands xij and prices eij. A short
run equilibrium is obtained by solving the following equations:
-The equilibrium conditions: supply=demand for every market
-The derivatives of equation ECGEM1 with respect to the demands
equal to zero for every species group considered in the ecosystem.
An example treated in Tschirhart [4], considered a system of 14
equations and 14 variables. From the value of Ri, it is described how the
evolution of the population number is modelled.

Bio-geochemical model
BM2 is a biogeochemical ecosystem model which tracks the
nitrogen and silicon pools of 25 living, 2 dead, 4 nutrients and 6 physical
components. It was built to replace the detailed process equation used
for each invertebrate group in the IGBEM with the general form of the
process equations implemented for the biological components in the
Port Phillip Bay integrated model [15]. This model used to describe
the Port Phillip Bay [12]. This bay is divided into 59 geometric boxes
vertically resolved (water column, epibenthic, sediment). For each
modelled group, a rate of change in equation is defined which is a
function of the different ecosystem process modelled. The different
ecosystem processes are summarised in the following Table 1.
Each type includes several different groups, for example the fish
consumers regroup the planktivorous, piscivorous, demersal and
demersal herbivorous fishes. For each of these groups, the rate of
changed equations and the processed equations will have the same
structure but different rates; this is precisely described in Fulton [13].
The solving of this model is made with a daily time-step wherever
it is possible, however, such a time scale may make the variables
with fast dynamics become unstable. Therefore, some groups use an
adaptive time-step. Once this has occurred the transport model steps
are performed and a run can be performed.

Modelling of the ecosystem complexity: Methods and analyse
of what?
In a marine ecosystem, the primary production is the process which
depends in the biggest way of physical parameters. Thus the primary
production done by photoautotroph will be dependent of parameters
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Different Pools

Process describing this rate

Autotrophs

growth/natural mortality/predation

Invertebrate Consumers

growth/natural mortality/predation/fishing losses

Fish Consumers

growth/natural mortality/predation/fishing losses

Inanimate Pools

uptake/inflow/nitrification/denitrification

Detritus

waste/natural mortality/consumption of detritivores
Table 1: Ecosystem process.

such as irradiance, nutrient concentration, temperature. The modelling
of this process is then directly linked to the capacity to incorporate
such physical parameters in the models. However, the modelling of
this process cannot be done efficiently if knowledge on this part of the
ecosystem is not sufficient.
The way to incorporate such parameters influence in the model
is presented and analysed according to their capabilities to integrate
ecosystem complexity. Thus we will consider how the physical
parameters seen above are modelled. The first difference between the
three models is the time step. The time step is directly linked to model
capabilities to catch ecosystem complexity. BM2 uses a daily time step
whereas ECGEM uses a yearly one. EwE time step depends of the EwE
user choice. The large time step used by ECGEM represents a strong
weakness for the ECGEM which won’t be able to catch ecosystem
seasonality.
Primary production in the net energy equation for a primary
producer i is expressed as:

Rppi =[ei0 −e0 ]xi0 (ECGEM-2)

xi0: biomass fixed by i
ei0: solar energy fixed per unit biomass of xi0
e0: energy price spent to fix xi0
The resolution of the equation systems explained in section I.2
gives the value of xi0 and e0.
This equation is a difference between the energy assimilated by the
plants under the form of biomass: ei0xi0, and the energy spent by the
plant to fix the former energy; e0xi0. This equation represents the energy
inflow for each plant species i, and consequently the energy inflow for
the whole ecosystem.
The drawback of this process in the model is due to different
limitations as abiotic factors or by competition phenomenon is
translated in the model by an increase of the price paid to fix energy.
This idea to make the price ei0 a function of other species population
or the abiotic factors is mentioned by Tschirhart [4]. However, no
example of function has been enounced, and besides the ecological
pertinence of such a formulation is still to prove. More work is needed
to validate ecologically this way to the primary production.
According to Finnoff and Tschirhart [10], no chemoautotroph
groups are modelled. This omission is an important weakness for an
ecosystem model. However, we can assume that this modelling could
be appended by adding one or several chemoautotroph groups and
defining the energy price adapted.
EwE and BM2 model the primary production explicitly for each
group of producers as a function of the population group. In BM2, the
limitation of nutrient, light and space for the expressions see, [13] are
explicitly modelled.
BM2: GPX =

µ PX ⋅ δ irr ⋅ δ N ⋅ δ space ⋅ PX
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(BM2-1)

With μPX the maximum growth rate, δirr the irradiance limitation
factor, δN the nutrient limitation factor due to nitrogen, δspace the space
limitation factor.
EwE uses to model primary production a basic function with
density dependence.
EwE: f ( Bi ) = ri Bi /( 1 + Bi hi ) (EwE-6)
ri: maximum P/B that (i) can exhibit when Bi is low
ri/hi is the maximum net primary production rate for pool (i) when
biomass (i) is not limiting to production (Bi high).
These parameters are estimated from the values of ECOPATH
parameters. The estimate of hi from ECOPATH assumes that the
system is close to the equilibrium. The explicit limitation of nutrient
loading has been added [6] to EwE through the Michaelis-Menten
uptake relationship:

(P / B)max,i ⋅N f (EwE-6’)
( P )i =
B
Ki + N f
Nf being the quantity of free nutrient on the ecosystem. It comes
from estimates of the total inflow rate and total losses of nutrient and
from a constant proportion between free nutrient and fixed nutrient.
A new idea is being developed by Christensen and Walters [6] to
incorporate parameters as salinity or concentration of elements. It
consists to add in the model a group which will represents one of this
parameters. The variation of this new group is modelled by a forced
function. The relation between characteristic of primary producers
and this parameter has to be defined by a function or an equation
determined empirically for the modelled ecosystem. This way to
proceed allows EwE to model these parameters. This application of the
idea is still being under development, and once it will be done BM2 and
EwE will integrate physical factors in a similar way.
Concerning the modelling of the primary production, ECGEM is
clearly less accurate than the two other models. BM2 and EwE have
the capabilities to incorporate parameters influence as luminosity
and nutrients concentration. The primary production process can be
considered as well modelled by these two models.

Consumption
The analysis of modelling consumption in an ecosystem will be
based upon the study of the functional responses which are used in
the models. The functional response is a core structural feature of a
trophodynamic model [16]. As said by Yodzis [17], its mathematical
form represents the researcher’s view of the biological details of that
particular predation process and profoundly affects model behaviour.
By studying the different functional responses used in these three
models we will be able to analyse how this process is modelled and what
ecosystem complexity it allows to incorporate in the model.
Functional response representation
The functional response of EwE and BM2 can be clearly expressed
thanks to the formulation of these two models.
For Ecosim, the consumption function is the following:

=
cij ( Bi B j ) aij vij Bi B j / (2vij + aij B j ) (EwE7)
This equation is based on the foraging arena concept explained by
Walters [7]. This concept assumes the existence of two pools of biomass
for the same prey, one available to the predator, the other being unavailable
with a rate of change between these two pools of vij (scheme).
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The parameters aij and νij are estimates from the Ecopath model.
The functional response derived from this consumption equation is:

Fij =

aij vij Bi
2vij + aij B j

Predator
Bj

(EwE-8)

ai.Vi.Bj

In BM2, the consumption equation is used in the process equation
representing the growth of consumers:

GCX = (ε CX ⋅

∑

Pi ,CX +

∑

=i prey
=j DL , DR

The term Pi,CX represents the amount of biomass transferring
from the prey i to the consumer CX. In a standard run of BM2, the
functional response used is a Holling type 2 response:

Fij =

c
1+ X
lX

c X p X ,Y Y

∑ eX , Z p X , Z Z

(BM2-3)

Z

with X representing the predator, Y, the preys.
cX: maximum clearance rate
pX,Y: availability of prey Y to predator X
eX,Z: assimilation efficiency of predator X on prey Z
lX: maximum growth rate of predator X
For the ECGEM, the functional response is not explicitly modelled
because the CGE approach determines consumption and densities
of both predator and prey. Therefore, for Tschirhart [11] tracking
functional response is first a matter of deciding what the appropriate
response to track. Tschirhart [11] determines what possible response
by determining the sign of the following derived:

∂xd and ∂2xd with xd:biomass flow from the prey to the
∂N y
∂N y2

predator and Ny the number of prey. Details of this analysis are
described by Tschirhart [11] and his conclusion is that for a number
of fixed predator, which is the assumption used during the short
run equilibrium, and the consumption of fixed prey (Nyxy=cst), the
ECGEM models consumption as a type II Holling response.
Functional response analysis: To analyse these different functional
responses used to model the consumption process, it will be seen firstly
what are the phenomenon implicitly modelled by these responses.
Then, we will consider the efficiency of these responses to reproduce
real ecosystem (Figure 1).
The two main phenomena leading to the consumption process in
a marine ecosystem are the availability of the prey to predator and the
choice of the predator between different preys. The availability can be
illustrated by the example cited by Walters [7]; planktivorous fish often
spend much of their time in behavioural (schooling) or spatial (shallow
water, holes) refuges that limit their encounter rates with (or the time
they are exposed to) piscivores. This phenomenon is modelled in EwE
and BM2, through a constant. However, these constants do not have
the same representations and applications in the two models. The BM2
availability constant is presented as the numerator of the functional
response (BM2-3) and with a value between 0 and 1, it reduces the
consumption rate.
For EwE, the availability term was vij described above. It is assumed
that the exchange process between V and B operates on short time
scales relative to changes in Bi and Bj. Consequently, Vij should stay
near the equilibrium as implied by setting dV/dt=0, which allows to
predict the consumption equation seen above (EwE-7). The way to
J Fisheries Livest Prod, an open access journal
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ν.(Bi-Vi)

Unavailable prey
Bi-Vi

Pj ,CX ⋅ ε CX , j ) ⋅ δ space ⋅δ O2 (BM2-2)

Available prey
Vi

νVi

Figure 1: Simulation of flow between available (Vi) and unavailable (BiVi) prey
biomass in Ecosim. ai is the predator search rate for prey i, is the exchange rate
between the vulnerable and un-vulnerable state (Walters, 1997).

estimate vij from Ecopath is described in Walters [7]. This method
of estimation allows one to have realistic estimates, however, the
equilibrium hypothesis of Ecopath make these estimates realistic only
for an ecosystem close to the equilibrium situation.
The ECGEM method to represent the availability of prey is not
explicitly described in the different publications [4,10,11]. However, its
method to describe the paid price to catch a prey allows it to incorporate
in this price an availability factor. But this factor will be confronted to
the same problem of estimation as the one of BM2.
The prey selection is a preponderant phenomenon in ecosystem
life. However, this phenomenon is difficult to model due to the
diversity of potential preys and the complex selective behaviour of the
predator. In EwE, this process although preponderant, is not modelled.
The diet composition matrix, which represents the proportion of prey
consumed by predators, is used to estimate the consumption rate Qij in
Ecopath from which the aij and vij are derived. These parameters stay
constant in each run.
For BM2, the prey selection influence is incorporated in the
denominator of the functional response (BM2-3) by expressing the
following sum:

∑e
Z

X, Z

pX, Z Z

With eX,Z: assimilation efficiency of predator X, pX,Z: availability
of prey Z to predator X, Z: biomass of prey. This sum allows to make
the prey consumption Y decreases or increases according to the
consumption of other preys.
In Tshirhart [11] analyses the modelling of this phenomenon.
To proceed, he considers a fictive system with two preys of the same
predator. Applying the net energy equation (ECGEM3) and the KuhnTuncker optimality conditions (ECGEM4), the ECGEM will predict
the consumption of one prey only if the marginal energy gained per
biomass unit consumed equals the sum of marginal energy loses to
locating, attacking handling i and to marginal respiration.
Rd =[ey1 −e1 ]xd1 +[ey2 −e2 ]xd2 −α d [xd1 + xd2 ]−0.5α d [xd1xd2 + xd21 + xd22 ]−β d (ECGEM3)

∂Rd
= eyi − ei − α d − 0.5α d  xdj + 2 xdi  ≤ 0
∂xdi
xdi

∂Rd
= 0 (ECGEM4)
∂xdi

xdi ≥ 0

The functional form of respiration is expressed under a quadratic
form (ECGEM3) which is, according to Tshirhart, reasonably general
to be used, however it can be estimated given enough data. The ei
and ej will change with changing densities leading to switching in the
proportion of prey consumption by the maximisation of Rd (ECGEM3).
Volume 4 • Issue 4 • 1000199
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In the nature, the variation of other prey consumption will vary the
predator selection, that’s what is modelled in BM2 and in ECGEM. But
it’s far to be the only cause in predator selection. Another important
cause which can be cited is the exposure risk to predators of the
individual preying on its prey. This idea is not include in the BM2
model. In Finnoff [10] models this factor by making for a species i the
consumed outflow a function of the consumption inflow. Thus in the
net energy equation (ECGEM-1), we have:
i −1

yik = yik (∑ xij ) with:
j =1

∂yik (⋅)
> 0 for i,j=1,…,m-1, k=p+1,…,m;
∂xij

j<i<k: (ECGEM5)
In the general net energy equation, the fact to link the consumption
outflow to the consumption inflow is a way to link exposure to the risk
to be consumed.
The way to model the consumption process with a more or less
accurate level has been made for the three different approaches. We
have to say that the ECGEM, being a recent model, needs more studies
in order to determine the ecological pertinence of such an approach.
However, the way it is used at present to describe ecosystem presents
interesting elements, especially for its choice of predator modelling
To conclude this part on the consumption process modelling,
the main weaknesses and strengths of these models can be cited. For
EwE, its strength is in its availability factor estimated from Ecopath.
ECGEM models availability as well by determining the price to pay
and the unsuccessfulness factor: uij. However, these parameters are
much harder to estimate than those of EwE to which the estimation are
realistic for an ecosystem in equilibrium situation.
BM2 doesn’t model this availability phenomenon, this is its most
important weakness. The other important phenomenon regulating the
consumption process is the selection of a prey by a predator. The fact to
not take this into account represents an important weakness for EwE.
According to Yodzis [17], this is consequently not truly multispecific.
BM2 and ECGEM consider both the prey selection by predator.
BM2 considers it in the expression of its functional response (see
above) and ECGEM does it with its energy maximisation hypothesis.
To be validate ecologically, ECGEM needs a lot of work, however,
this approach could be a different way which would need much less
parameter estimation [18-20].

Detritus
The detritus cycle is the last basic trophic process occurring in
marine ecosystem. To describe the detritus modelling, the inflows and
outflows will be considered separately. These inflows are constituted by
the waste of the consumption process and by the mortality of ecosystem
individuals and outflows by the detritivore consumption.
The incorporation of the cited inflow parameters will be presented
in a matrix (Table 2), following by the description of this modelling.
Secondly, the modelling of recycling of detritus will be analysed in the
same way as for the analysis of the consumption process.
The evaluation of parameters is made according to four possibilities:
+: explicitly modelled
- : not modelled
The first thing that can be noticed is the fact that ECGEM does
not consider any detritus compartments. Consequently, even if the
J Fisheries Livest Prod, an open access journal
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respiration terms represent a loss of biomass which is translated in loss
of energy, that one is considered as lost in the atmosphere and non
reusable in the ecosystem. This omission is an important weakness for
an ecosystem model.
EwE and BM2 represents both inflows due to both mortality and
waste consumption. The difference between EwE and BM2 comes from
the way to integrate these inflows.

Inflows due to waste of consumption
The waste of consumption is modelled in EwE and BM2. However,
in EwE models this process in a much simpler way as does BM2.
EwE uses a default parameter (20%) coming from Winberg (1956)
to estimate the waste of consumption flows. This parameter can be
change if the user wishes so. BM2 models this waste in the same way by
using the parameter ΓXX.(1-εXX). There is one ΓXX.(1-εXX) for each type of
consumption; on living prey, on labile detritus, on refractory detritus
(see the following equation, BM2-4)
The structure of BM2 is more complex.
For example, the equation representing the waste products sent to
the labile detritus:


WDL=  (1 − ε XX ) ⋅Γ XX ⋅
∑ Pi, XX + (1 − ε XX ,DL ) ⋅Γ XX ,DL ⋅ PDL, XX + (1 − ε XX ,DR ) ⋅Γ XX ,DR ⋅ PDR, XX + φXX ⋅ M XX  ⋅ f XX ,DL
i =living _ prey _ group



(BM2-4)

The three first term in the brackets represents the waste products
sent to detritus when feeding respectively on live prey, on labile detritus,
on refractory detritus, with ΓXX.(1-εXX).PXX representing the proportion
of the growth inefficiency of XX sent to detritus. The last term in
the brackets represent the proportion of mortality losses assigned to
detritus. f XX , DL is the proportion of the total detritus produced that
is of the type DL. The same equation is used for the production of DR
except that f XX , DL is replaced by (1- f XX , DL ). So for this point, there
is no structural difference between these two models.

Inflows due to mortality
The second inflow which can be considered is the inflow due to
species mortality. In EwE this term is represented by the term M0Bi
(EwE5) representing the mortality not accounted for by the predation
in the system. This flow determined with Ecopath estimates is entirely
directed to the detritus box.
In BM2, the term of mortality directed to the detritus boxes is taken
into account in the equation above (BM2-4) and is written as follow:
M XX= mlin , XX ⋅ XX + mquad , XX ⋅ XX ² + (1 − δ O 2 )mO 2, XX ⋅ XX + mspecial , XX ⋅ XX + mtop , XX ⋅ XX

(BM2-5)
This equation regroups linear and mortality term representing
respectively the basal mortality and the mortality due to predators
not modelled; the mortality term due to oxygen dependence applying
only for benthic feeder groups; the ‘special’ mortality which represents
different exceptional mortalities (stress/fouling by epiphytes/
starvation); the last term is the mortality due to top predators. The
Detritus inflows

Waste of consumption

ECGEM

-

Mortality
-

EwE

+

+

BM2

+

+

Table 2: Parameters taken into account in the modelling of detritus inflows.
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proportion of the total mortality assigned to the detritus is represented
by the term φXX (BM2-4).
BM2 models differently the mortality of the primary producers by
the following equation of lysis mortality:
M lys , PX =

mlys , PX ⋅ PX

δ N + 0.1

(BM2-6)

with mlys , PX the rate of lysis and δN the limitation factor due to nitrogen.
Knowing every inflow terms, the rate of change equation for
detritus is given:
For the labile detritus of the water column:
d ( DLw )
= ∑ WDLw,i + ∑ WDLw,i +
dt
=
=i FX
=i
i CXw

(BM2-7)

∑

WDLw,i +

∑M

=i PXw
pelagic _ bacteria

lys ,i

+ M lys , MBw + M MA − PDLw, PAB − PDLw, BF

with the following successive terms: waste of invertebrate consumers,
waste of fish consumers, waste of pelagic bacteria, lysis of primary
producers, lysis of microphytobenthos, mortality of macroalgae,
recycling due to pelagic attached bacteria, recycling due to benthic
feeders. In the same model, the rate of change equation is described in
Fulton [13] for the different detritus boxes.
The first remark which can be done is the different complexity levels
of these two models. The quantity of parameters to estimate will be
much more important for BM2 than for EwE. Moreover, the estimation
method of the EwE package gives a better pertinence in the parameters
value than those of BM2. The second essential process of the detritus
dynamic which allows the recycling of biomass in the ecosystem is the
consumption of detritus. This process is made by detritivores groups
as bacteria, several benthic feeders or some fish species. The modelling
of this process is done in EwE by the inclusion in the model of this
detritivore groups and then the consumption is modelled as any other
consumption flow with the equation EwE-7.
In BM2 this recycling is described in the equation above with the
terms PDLw,PAB and PDLw,BF which represents the biomass of DLw which is
consumed by pelagic attached bacteria and benthic feeders respectively.
No function is cited for these consumption expressions.

Conclusion
This paper has described three different approaches which model
marine ecosystems. The two most used approaches use nearly the same
structure of boxes with flows of biomass for EwE or flows of elements
for BM2. The main difference which gives a more efficient modelling
is the method of estimates coming from the steady state model
ECOPATH. This method is one of the strength of the EwE approach
giving it a good predictive power. However, it is in the same time one of
its main weakness in assuming an equilibrium situation that is far to be
always the case. BM2 and biogeochemical models in general will have
a better predictive power for low trophic levels. The problem in raising
trophic levels is the higher number of parameters which raises in the
same time the uncertainty of such models. The last model, ECGEM,
is a recent model with an original approach. It presents, however,
several important weaknesses as its ecological pertinence remains to
be proved. Despite this, the model requires less parameters and supply
methods needed by standard models and thus allows to process more
complex situations.
It is important to notice that good predictive power is not a foregone
conclusion with ecosystem models (NPRB website): the systems are
extremely complex, and the data available for fitting, tuning and testing
J Fisheries Livest Prod, an open access journal
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models are very sparse relative to the spatial, temporal and taxonomic
details of the models and of the system. Because of this difficulty,
there is a trade off between ecosystem complexity integration and the
number of parameters which makes increase the uncertainty.
Several fields of work are necessary to improve modelling
capacity; the ecosystem knowledge, the data harvesting, the ecosystem
complexity modelling are the three main fields. This paper has
presented the different ways used to incorporate this complexity. By
trying to make an objective evaluation of these ways, this paper gives
options for future modelling and indicates basically the main points
which needs improvement.
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